1 FIND MY FORTUNE
and Bunch and Father Herman are lying dead in
our place.
" Now the jewels are yours—not mine. And what
you will do about them is not for me to decide.
Still, I'm the oldest here: and that gives me the
right to advise you, although you mayn't take my
advice.
" Down in that charnel-house are gems which are
worth the ransom of many kings.   The collection
is beyond all value.   Their history and their sculpture
apart, the size and splendour of such of the stones
as I saw were unbelievable.   Now you can't display
this treasure—it wouldn't be safe.   Either it must
be lent to a museum—and I really don't know
who'd take it, for what they'd have to pay for
insurance I can't conceive—or else the collection
must be sold.   No one on earth could pay you its
proper price, but you couldn't get less than two or
three million pounds. . . . You may wonder why
I choose this particular moment to discuss these
two alternatives.   It is because I'm going to suggest
a third.    // / were you, I should let the gems lie where
they are.   Seal up that cursed chamber, dead men
and all:   pull up the shutter and let the cascade
come back.   More.   I'd wall up the way to the
dungeons, and I'd jam or rivet that shutter so that
it can never go down, for it's my belief there's a
curse on that lovely treasure . . . and when you
think who owned it and how it was got—why, the
wonder is that the stones don't cry out upon their
history, and the evil hands that held them, and
the envy, hatred and malice which they inspired.
" It isn't as if you were poor.   I don't say you're
rolling, but, damn it, you've money enough.   And
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